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New York University 

• 	 . 	 Bronx, New York 10453 

and 

• 	 .. 	 . 	 Alan R. Smith and Nickey Little 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

Universjty of California 
Berkeley, California 94720. 

March 1971 

ABSTRACT 

Thin-sandwich targets consisting of a monitor(s) ( 12 C and/or 

27Al) and primary ( 9Be, 12C, 160 and/or 27A1) targets were ex-

posed in the external 920-MeV a-particle beam at the 184-in cyclo-

tron at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. Cross sections for the pro-

duction of 18F in 27A1; 15  0, 13 N, 11C, and 7Be in 160; 7 Be in 

and 7Be in 9Be were measured. The results were generalized 

to cover all of the a-spallation cross sections in the L(3 Z 5) and 

M(6 Z 8) groups, and were applied to an azialysis of the effect of 

the He/H +He ratio of the interstellar gas on the cosmic ray trans- 

• . 	• . . 	port phenomena. 

* Supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion under grant numbers NGL-33-016-067 and NASI-5209, and by 
the U.S. Atomic EnergyCommission. 

. Present address: Tel-Aviv University, Department of Physics and 
Astronomy, Rarnat-Aviv, Israel. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Basic to the understanding of cosmic ray propagation is a 

knowledge of the nuclear spallation cross sections for reactions be-

tween cosmic rays and the interstellar gas (n  9016 H and = 10% He). 

Work has been directed towards the p-spal].ation cross sections 2  and 

4 
recently towards- -the a-spallation cross sections. 

3, In this paper 

we use the symbols(fl Z for the generic term for the ratio of the 

particle crosssection to the p cross section; (2) Z °'(A, B) defined as 

a[A(a, x)B] /ofA(3, x)B}, where A and B are initial and final nuclei; 

and (3) the function Za  (A), where iA is the net nucleon difference 

between the initial and final target states. 

- 	We report here first, on measurement of a-spallation cross 

712- 	7 	H 	13 	15 
i sections for production of Be n C; of Be, C, 	N, and 0 in 

16- 	7 	- 	9 	- 	18 	i  27 	 - 0; of Be in Be; and of F n Al. Second, with the assumption 

of (1) a linear dependence of Z (A) on AA, with E equal to the to-

tal- a-particle kinetic energy (ET). and (2) cosmic rays consisting 

of L(3Z5) and M(6-Z8) nuclei exclusively, we examined the 

sensitivity of (1) the mass of interstellar gas traversed to produce an 

'L/M 'ratio of 0.25, and (2) the elemental abundances at L/M = 0.25, 

• as a function of the He/H +He ratio of the interstellar gas -. The -. 

transport model chosen was the one-dimensional slab approximation 

'wherein all species traverse an equal amount of matter. 

-- ' 	
- EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES 

Targets consisting of 3 81-cm-diam thin sandwiches (Fig 1) 

were exposed to the external 920-MeV (230-Me V/N) a-particle beam 

in the medical cave of the 184-in, cyclotron at Lawrence Radiation 

Laboratory (LRL). The beam was focused to a diameter of z 2.5 cm 

on which targets were centered. The neutron and deuteron contam-

inations of the beam had been studied previously and were negligible 

The targets were counted in the low-background cave of the Health 

Physics Group at LRL. The 16 target was BeO and, as the Be 

(100% 9Be) present contributed to the 7 Be production, o[ 9Be(a, x) 7 Be] 

was determined with Be targets. In Table -I, the pertinent informa-

tion of the isotopes examined is tabulated. 6 

TARGETS 

All targets (Fig. 4) are sandwiches, 3.81-cm diam, consisting 

of two or three subtar gets [main and monitor(s)]. Each subtarget 

consists of guard foils or disks and the central counted disk. The - 

constituents are: 

12 C--polystyrene, (CH) disks 0.46 cm (0.17 g/cm 2) thick, with 

0.008-cm polyethylene guard foils. The carbon cross sections are 

based on the 	
12 

total carbon ( C + 
13 C) content. 

BeO--ceramic disks, 0.075 cm (0.26 g/crn 2 ) and 0.32 cm (0.95 

g/cm2) thick, and 99.510 pure. The front and rear guard disks are 

0.075-cm and 0.32-cm BeO disks, respectively. The contamination 

was determined by spectronietric analysis to be +4.0 Mg plus 

trace quantities of other elements. The oxygen was taken to be 100% 

16o 	 - 
-Be--a vacuum-deposited Be disk (impurity 60 ppm), 0.075 cm 

(0.13 g/cm2 ) thick. The front and rear guard disks are 0.02-cm and 

0.32-cm Be. No radiation other than 7 Be was observed. 
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Al--99.99% Al foils of thickness 0.008 cm (0.023 g/crn 2 ) for 

/ 	2 	27 	18 monitoring and 0.013 cm (0.035 g/cm ) for a[ Al(c,x) F] deter- 

rninations. The guard foils are 0.004 cm thick. 

BEAM MONITORS 

The beam monitors for all cross section determinations were 

radioisotopes produced in the target disks. For short (not 7 Be) half-

lives, the 12 C(a,x) 11 C reaction witha cross section of 49.4±1.8 mb 

was used. 3  For 7 Be production runs, exposure times of 2-10 mm 

required a longer half-life monitor and the 27Al(c,x) 18F reaction was 

used. This cross section was separately determined relative to the 

12C(a,x) 11C reaction, yielding u[ 27A1(a,x) 18F] = 12.6*0.5 mb. In 

addition, as there were many 12 C(a, x) 7Be runs, all in good agree- 

42 	7  ment; the C(a, x) Be reaction in the polystyrene, with a cross sec- 

tion of 20.2 ± 1.1 mb, was used as an additional monitor for the 7 Be 

production runs in BeO and Be. 

COUNTING APPARATUS 

The detection systemconsisted of a 20.4-cm diamX 10.2-cm 

thick NaI(Tl) crystal, optically coupled with Dow-Corning DC 200 sil-

icone grease to a 5-in. diam Evfl9530-Q photornultiplier (face plate 

and part of the envelope are fused quartz). The system is housed in-

side 10.2 cm of low activity lead bricks. A more complete descrip-

tion is found in the reference. 7  After exposure, the 3- decaying 

targets were placed between Cu plates sufficiently thick to stop the 

the y-decaying targets were placed directly on the cover plate of 

the Na.I crystal. The output of the photomultiplier was preamplified, 
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double-delay-line shaped, and then pulse-height analyzed by a gain-

stabilized 1600-channel Victoreen (SCIPP 1600) analyzer. For 

accumulation, the gain was stabilized on the 511-keV peak and for 

7 	 . 	i Be on the 478-keY peak. In all cases the counting nterval was 380- 

610 keV. The peaks were accumulated in the live-time mode, wherein 

the counting time is extended to compensate for the signal-analysis 

time, during which no new signal is accepted The dead time was 

extensively analyzed (see Appendix). To minimize dead-time cor-

rections, no counts were used in the fittings when count rates were 

	

3, . 	 16 	15 
>150X10 1mm, except for one 0 - 	0 run. The largest correc- 

16 	'15 	 i tions were for 0-" 0, which resulted n 316 changes in the initial 

quantities of 15  0 produced by the fitting algorithm. 

RUNS AND FIT rINGS 
- 	 27 	48 There were two runs to determine the o[ Al(a,x) F] 

/ 	'12 	11 	. 101: C(a,x) C] ratio and the resultant cross section. Initmalcounts 

were recorded in 1-mm intervals, and the target was counted for 

several days. The 13+  peak was least-squares fitted to half-lives of 

2.05 mm (15Q),  9.96 mm ( 13N), 20.35 mm (' 1 '1 C), 409.7 mm ('18 F), 

and 894 mm ( 24Na); the background was both free and fixed (a 10-mm 

27 	 48 Mg component was observed but not analyzed). The fitted F was 

found insensitive (< 116 initial quantity changes) to variations at the 

ends of the fitting routine: (1) at the shortha]I-life end by varying 

the time between the end of exposure and the start of the fitting rou-

tine, and by inclusion of a 1mm half-life in the fit; and (2) at the 

long half-life end by varying the time between the end of exposure 

and the end of the fitting routine, and by letting background be both 

irl 

iv 
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fitted and fixed (fitted and observed background agreed to within 5%). 
. 	It 

N 	 The initial quantity of 18 F was determined, relative to the C in the 

monitor, to within 2%. 

There were six runs to determine the two ratios of 

to a(monitor reaction) and the subsequent cross sec 

tion. One run produced a large x2 in the fit and was not included in 

the final  avéraging There were two runs to determine, the three ra-

tios of o- [ 9Be(c,x) 7  Be] to cT(monitor reaction). The Be target was 

reused, and the residual 7Be in the second exposure was carefully 

determined) to be (32.5 ±0.5)% of the 7 Be produced in the second ex-

posure. Both runs agreed to within 416. 

There were three runs to determine the ratio of cross section 

to monitor-reaction cross section for 15 0,  43 N, and IiC  production 

- (6 	 - 	7 
rn 0, and two runs to determine the three rati .os of r[BeO(a,x) Be] 

.. 	to u(monitor reaction). The third run for O production, reusing 

• 	the previous target, inexplicably gave a small cross section, much 

• 	in disagreement with the other two runs., and was not included in the 

final averages. For the short-half-life runs the counts were accu-

mulated at 1-min intervals and least-squares fitted to 2.05, '9.96, and 

20.35-mm half-lives. The variations in the fitting routine discussed 

for the 27Al(a, x) 48F runs were repeated'here,. except for excluding 

a fit to a 1-min half-life component. This procedure resulted in un-

certainties in the quantities produced in the three exposures of 216 

for o and 14 C, and 3%, 6%,  and 6% for 43N. The ratios of 

y[ 6O(a,x) 7Be] to the three monitor-reaction cross sections were de-

termined by subtracting the ratio of ff[ 9Be(a,x) 7Be] to o(mothtor re- 

' action) from the ratios of u[BeO(a, x) 7 Be to cr(monitor reaction). In 

-6- 

Tables II and LU are tabulated the quantities of interest regarding 

the ratios of cross section to y(monitor reaction) and the resultant 

cross sections (Fig. 2). 

UNCERTAINTIES 

The efficiency of the NaI(Tl) system for 3 
+ emission, not of 

(4 
primary concern, was determined relative to the absolute C effi- 

ciency detector, 3  and was (52.2 ± 4)%. The efficiency of the NaI(Tl) 

for the 478-keY 'y of 7Be was taken to be the same as for the 541-keV 

annihilation ' within a systematic error of 116.'  The 7 Be efficiency 

differed from the P efficiency in three ways (which were corrected).' 

First, the spectrum of the P showed, in addition to the primary peak 

at 541 keV, a second peak at 710 keV which was the sum peak of one 

annihilation y plus the backscattered second . The energy sum of a' 

514-keV and2  480°-backscattered 541-keY 'y was 767 keV, consistet 

with the peak location. The area under the sum peak was found to be - 

.7 ±0.% of the area of the ,main peak. Second, the Cu plates 

around the P emitters attenuated the 511-keV y. Third, the Cu 

plates separated the P + emitters from the NaI by 0.16 cm more than 
' 

the 7  Be counted targets. To correct for the last two effects, a 
7 Be 

active target was counted inside the Cu plates in the P counting con-

figuration and on the Mal in the 7Be configuration, yielding a correc-

tion of (14.5 ±2)% to the 7 Be efficiency. 

The self-absorption of the targets was theoretically corrected. 

The largest correction was (2.±1)% for the 10.8-g BeO. The correc-

tion to an infinitely thin target was made with the assumption that-the 

correction for all targets and products was the same and equal to the 
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Energy a a Adjusted 

(MeV) (mb) (mb) Author Ref 

156 8.8±0.5 8.8±0.5 Valentin et al. 9 

352 12.0±0.5 14.8±0.6 Parikh 10 

5700 15 12.5±1 Benioff 14 

The adjusting factor for Parikh is the ratio of a[ 
2 C(p, x) Be] , meas-

ured by him (8.3 ±0.3 mb), to that of Gumming (10.2 ± I mb). 
12  The 

27 	18 adjusting factor for Benioff is the ratio of a[ Al(p, x) F], used as 

a monitor by him (7.68 mb), to that for Gumming (6.5 ±04 mb). 42 

The 160(p, x) 7Be excitation function, included in Fig. 3 for 

convenience, is derived from the compilation by Silberberg, 13 

wherein 0116(p,x)7B] over the range 200 MeV E 	2 GeV is 

fitted to 

a = 3.25 log 40 [E (MeV)] - 4.75 ±4.5 mb, 

and over the range E> 6 GeV to a 10 ± 1.5 mb (Fig. 3). 

COSMIC RAY PROPAGATION 

The interactions with. the interstellar gas were parameter-

ized by (1) the mean free path for absorption (Aabs) (2) the frag-

mentation probability of the absorbed i-nucleus into the j-nucleus 

(P), and (3) the ionization-energy loss of the isotopes. With the 

assumption that cosmic rays consist. only of L and M isotopes, we 

investigated the sensitivity of the L/M ratio and the elemental abun-

dances to the He/H+He ratio of the interstellar gas. In addition, we 

examined the sensitivity of these two quantities with the separate 

-7- 

12 C(a,x)C depth effect in polystyrene 3  of (0.26±0.10) 0/6/400 mg 

cm 2  The 0.16-cm polystyrene disks were assumed to lose 

(0.4±0.4)% of the 11C by diffusion. 8 

The random errors are 

initial quantity of the isotopes produced, 

time at end of exposure, ±f sec, 

background in the interval examined, 81 ± I counts/mm, 

target alignment, ± 176, 

diffusion loss of 11 C in the polystyrene, ±0.4%, 

uncertainty in the monitor cross sections. 

The systematic errors are 

I. relative efficiency of the NaI(Tl) crystal for 478-keV 

annihilation-y sum peak, ± 0.2%, 

annihilation-y absorption in the target holder, ± 216, 

contamination in the BeO, ± 116. 

In Table UI the a-particle cross sections, the p cross sections at 

E = E and E = E , and f at the two proton energies are tabulated. 
p a 	p aT 	p 

The random and systematic errors, where apropos, were separately 

rms-combined and then added to give the error estimates in Tables 

II and UI (Fig. 2). 

The 9 Be(p, x) 7  Be cross setions at the two proton energies were 

derived from the excitation function (Fig. 3), which was determined 

from the following adjusted cross sections: 
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variations of the three interaction parameters (Aabs 	and dE/dx), 

to discern which are most crucial, and consequently, which most need 

improved experimental accuracy. The one-dimensional transport 

equation used, iterated in.steps of Ax = 0.1 g/cm 2 , is 

N.(E!, x+Ax)dE' = N.(E., 	 Ax/Ai 

(1) 

	

+ 	x+Ax)P..(1-e)dE , 

1,L_i 	3 	3 	 31 	 3 
j >i 

where the following definitions and formulas are used: 

all energies are in kinetic energy/nucleon; 

N.(E.,x)dE. is the flux of isotope. from E. to E. +dE. after 

traversal of x g/cm2; 	

1 	 1 	1 	1 

F. = fraction of atoms of interstellar gas of element 1  (H and 

He)., e. g., FHe = He/H +He; 

• 	m. = mass of element. in grams; 

re = reac1ion cross section for isotope  in target 

(k=p,a); 

cr. = cross section for production of I from j +k-' i +, 

(k=p,a); 
a 	a 

A. = mean free path for interaction in g/cm = . 	F.rn./E 3 	 i=p 1 li=p 

F.cr,  re ;-  ij  a 	k a 	k P. . fragmentation probability = 	F a. . /E F a 13 	 k= p k 1,3 	
. 

k=p k 	re 

67 	79 	10 	tI Eleven isotopes are transported- - Li, Be, Li, Be, 	B, 	B, 

12 	13 	14 	15 	16 	7 C, 	C, 	N, 	N, and 0. Be is considered stable. For sim- 

plicity 10 Be, whose p-spallation production cross section 14  in 160 

is <0.1 that of 7Be, is neglected (although results by Fontes et al. 4  

for p  + 12 C spallation at 600 MeV show the 10 Be/ 7 Be ratio to be 

-10- 

0.250.03, indicating that the 
10  Be is nonnegligible). The calculation 

is performed at 2 GeV/N. The source spectrum is taken to be rigid-

ity dependent with spectral index -2.2. 	This number is less than 

the usual rigidity-spectral index of -2.5; however, at 3 GeV/N the 

calculation is insensitive to this parameter as all isotopes are rn-in-

imum ionizing. The source distribution is taken to be 0.0 except for. 

12 C: 14N: 160 = 1.00:0.11:1.06 (Ref. 16). 

The proton cross sections are taken from Beck and Yiou17  and Yiou 

et al. 14  The cross sections used here differ from those of Beck and 

7 	9 	10 Yiou only for the 6 Li, Li, Be, and B production cross sections 

in 160 taken here as 13.5, 13.5, 3.3, and 14 mb respectively. The 

a-particle cross sections are treated as follows. 

It has been shown 3  that Z" ( 12 	p C, 11C) with E p aT =E , for 380 

MeV ET  920 MeV, is constant ( 1.7). Also, af IZC(p,pn)HC} is 

constant within experimental errors (± 5 0/6) from I to 30 GeV. 	As- 

suming that E ( 12 C, 1 C) remains constant, at least in the range 

1 GeV E(z ET) 10 GeV, then a[ 12 C(a,x) 11 C] is also constant in 

that range (250 MeV/N E 	2.5 GeV/N). It is probably safe to ex- 

tend this argument to all 'simple" reactions (1-2 nucleons removed). 

In addition, for the purpose of the calculation at 2 GeV/N, we make 

the ensatz that E °  for each initial and final nuclide of the L and M 
p 

elements, with Ep 	aT = E , 	 aT is a constant function of E in the range .  

I GeV < EaT 10 GeV. Again, as the proton cross sections vary 

little from 1 to 10 GeV, we deduce that the a-particle cross sections 

measured at 230 MeV/N (920 MeV) will be constant to 2.5.GeV/N 

(10 GeV) within experimental errors. At EET = I GeV, by ,  use of 
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the data tabulated in Table lU for 12 C and 460 spallation, Z (AA)was 

least-squares fitted to Z ° (AA) = a+bAA. The fit is sensitive to 

; (160 7Be). The values of dl16Q(p,  x) 7 Be] from Table Ill, at I GeV 

(or 2 GeV), of 8.0 ± 1.5 mb (or 9.0 ± 1.5 mb), yield E' (160,  7Be) 

= 2.34±0.5 (or 2.07±0.4), and the coefficients in the Zf(AA) linear 

fit of a = 1.64±0.07 (or 1.67±0.07) and b=0.065 ±0.03 (or 0.050 ±0.02), 

and x2  per degree of freedom, in both cases, of 0.4 (Fig. 3). We 

conservatively chose the latter set of parameters for E(AA) to scale 

all the a-particle cross sections onto the p cross sections at 2 GeV. 

The spallation process in the Serber two-step model 18  is con-

sidered as a knock-on plus evaporation. Munir has shown 19  that the 

L nuclei produced in p + M nuclei reactions, at E p = 4GeV, can be 

interpreted as evaporation residues with, on the average, small (z 12 

MeV) energy transfers. For all spailation reactions, we have taken 

the initial and final kinetic energy per nucleon to be equal. 

Values for A4 He abs had to be derived from models as, to the 

authors' knowledge, there have been no experiments measuring in-

elastic or absorption cross sections of 4He nuclei of known energy, 

> 400 MeV/N, in single-element targets. We compared (a) two nu-

cleus-nucleus reaction cross-section models, (b) the independent-

particle optical-potential model of. Alexander and Yekutieli 2°  (with a 

free nucleon-nucleon cross section of 40 mb), and (c) three versions 

of the overlap model 

cr ire = ir(rA" + rA."- Ar) 2 , 	(2) 

first proposed by Bradt and Peters (r = 4.45 F, Ar = 4.70 F), 
21  and 

modified by Daniel and Durgaprasad (r= (.17 F, Ar = 0) , 22  and by 

-12- 

Cleghorn (r = 1.20 F, Ar = 0.50 F). 23  Tests of the models come 

from the many experiments measuring AHe  abs of cosmic ray a par-

tides in emulsion (e. g., compilation by Waddington), 24  and the atten-

uation mean free path (Aatn)  of cosmic ray a-particles in the atmos-

phere. From the measurements of the latter quantity by Webber and 

15 
McDonald, 25 Davis et al. , 26 McDonald,  27 and Webber and Ormes, 

of 43±8, 35±7, 45±7, and 52±4 g/cm 2  respectively, the value of 44 

g/cm2  was chosen. For a-particle interactions in emulsion we used 

cT 	of 125 mb. 28  In identifying A4 	in L and M elements 
a, re 	 He abs 

from emulsion experiments, there is uncertainty in that = 6016 of the 

reactions occur with Ag and Br and = 3056 with C, N, and 0. In air 

there is uncertainty arising from the fragmentation of the heavier-

than-He cosmic rays, and from the 4He - 3He stripping reactions. 

In air, we have estimated the errors as a result of equating, 

A4H abs = AHe  atn from the two above processes, to be (9-14)% 

and 30% respectively (see Appendix). Consequently, for air, we 
/ 	2 

have taken A4•'He abs = A He atn = 44g/cm , but not seriously; and 
2 

for emulsion we have taken A 4 	= 77 g/cm . In Table IV, the 
He abs 

four models are intercompared. The overlap model of Cleghorn was 

chosen, but tests of all the models showed that the choice was incon-

sequential; it yielded less than 0.516 differences in the quantity of 

interstellar gas traversed, with He/H+He = 0.2, to produce L/M= 0.25. 

In Table V are tabulated the results of the calculatin. Col-

umns 1-3 give the value of He/H+He used for the individual param- 

eters A., P.., and dE/dx; columns 4-7 are the amounts of matter 	ar 

traversed to reach L/M = 0.25, in g/cm 2  and atoms/(cm 2  N). Col- 

umns 8-42 are the elemental ratios with respect to carbon. Row 4 is 
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the observed elemental ratios from the experiments of von Rosenvinge 

	

5 	 29 

	

et al. 	and Lezniaket al., 	and from the compilations of Shapiro et 
d 	

D(N.) 	D(N.) 

N 	- K N 	) L or M), 	 (3) 

al. 
16,30 	

Row 2 gives the ca1ilated elemental ratios for He/H +He where 

= 0.0. 	For the remaining rows, the elemental ratios are in percent 
D(N.)= N. (He/H +He) - N.(0,0). 	 (4) 

differences from the calculated ratios for He/H+He = 0.0. 	The mass 

of interstellar gas traversed to reach L/M 	0 25 	and the elemental 
Within the L and M groups 	we observe in Fig 	6 that the ef- 

ratios obtained by varying A. P, and dE/dx one at a time 	for 
fect on Y of varying the individual parameters A. P13 	and dE/dx 

He/H+He = 0.1, were derived from their values for He/H+He 	0.2by 
with He/H+He = 0.1, is 

multiplying by.the factor 0.541 ±0.02 (see following). Y , >0 	 for A. variation, 

The fractional changes in the mass, of interstellar gas tra- Y < 0 	 for.  P 3  variation, 

versed to reach L/M 	0.25 and the elemental ratios for RE He/H +He Y negligible 	for d-E/dx variation. 

0.1 and 0.2, relative to 0.0, were fitted to F(R) = gR'e. 	Normal- This can be explained with the transport equation. 	If ionization en- 

, 	izing on F(0.i) = 0.1, and allowing for a multiplicativeconstant (g) for ergy loss is neglected, and with Ax <<A. <A., Eq. (1) becomes 

each of the fitted quantities (Row 3, He/H + He = 0.1 for A., P. , and 

ó 	dE/d'x),- yields h = 0.78±0.3, Table V and F(0.1)/F(0.2) =0.541±0.02. 
N(x+Ax) 1 	. 	(5) 

- , 	 j>i 	 . 	3 

The fractional increase in the mass traversed to reach L/M = 0.25 

over the range 0 	(He/H +He) 4 1.0, relative to He/H +He =0.0, fitted 
The sensitivity of N. to the He/H +He of the interstellar gas is approx- 

mately the sensitivity of AN1  to the He/H +He 	where AN1 	as above 
to the same functional form (unnormahzed) 	produced g = 1.94 and 

- h - 0.560 (Fig. 6). 	Differences between the fitted [F(R)] and calcu- 
corresponds to a single incr.ement,-Ax of x. 	Operating on AN with D, 

lated values were < 31 
as defined in Eq 	(4) 	we have 

The interpretation of the separate and combined variations of - 
+ I 	N.(x+Ax)D(P.. Ax), 

	(6) 
i 	i 	A 

A., 	and dE/dx is simpler when the quantity [('3 elemental abundance 
31 

change)-(% elemental abundance change in L or M)] is examined for d 
and 	 —D(AN.)Y. 	 (7) 

He/H +He = 0.1 relative to 0.0, which quantity is decoupled from the 

carbon variations found in the elemental ratios. 	We can treat the L For any argument 	G(A,  P 1) of D in Eq. (6), 

and M groups 	separately, as the L/M ratio is always a fixed param- . 

eter. 	We define D(G) 	 D(A.) + AP
AG   D(P..). 	 - 	(8) 

BT i 	 ii 	3 
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oc Writing A.
1 CT 	

where c = c(He/H+He) 	(9) . 
1, re 	(C +A 1/3)2' 

i c 0 in hydrogen 

c >0 in helium 

and considering the case when only A. is dependent on the Hki+He, 

one has 

8A. 

	

D(A) 	—i- c, 	 (10) 

	

1 	8c 

and from partial enactment of the chain rule of Eq. (8), 

	

D(P.. 	P. D 	-). 	 (11) 

Substituting Eq. (11) into the last term of Eq. (6), becomes 

D(N.) = N.(x) D) +N.(x + x) P. D-). 	(12) 

:1>1 	 3 

The second term is much smaller than the first term, as P..31  are <<1 1  

and is dropped. Substituting Eq. (12), less the second term, into 

Eq. (7),.andapplying Eq. (8) and Eq. (10), gives 

dA. 	d2A. d 	-ax- 	 -2 	1 	1 	i 

	

YnN.(x)aA_D(_r) N.(x)cAx(-ç- 	—+--- 	 >0 (13) 
1 	1 	 i 	I A1 	i c0 

as observed in Fig. 6 for A 1  A1(He/H+He). 

Considering the case when only P. is dependent on the 

He/H + He and taking for simplicity the case of He/H + He = 1.0, then 

cr. a . 	uJ.r(A.A.)ffY. 	0. 

D(P..) 	!LL - _!iJ_ = P .1 	1 1,3 - 1, re 
31 	CT 	 0 	 a 

O. 	0. 	 CT. J,re 	3 ,  re 	3, re 	
0j, re 

(14) 

(A. - A.) -1! Is  

3 	1 	IcT.1 

	

L 3 re 	 j j, re  
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In Eq. (6), the first term is zero. Substituting Eq. (14) in the second 

term of Eq. (6), then 

Ip 	a 	ip 
Ax D(N.) 	N.(x+x) 	 (A.A.)1]13 . 	(15) 

3=1 	 j,re 	 3,re 

We observe in Eq. (15) that the only explicit A 1  dependence is in the 

cross-sectiGn scaling factor whose derivative with respect to A 1  is 

(A.- A.) = fr [a+b(A.-A.)] = -b. 	 (16) 

Substituting Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) into Eq. (7), we have 

	

Y Zc (-b)<0, 	 (17) 

as observed in Fig. 6 for P31  P 1  (He/H+He). 

Until recently, the slab approximation to the transport prob-

lem, i. e., a delta-function path-length distribution, has been the ac- 
 t 

cepted model. A more theoretically satisfying model, which also 

produces better agreement with experiments, is the exponential path- 

31 	i length model, 	32 which s similar to the product of diffusion theory 

33,32 with simple boundary conditions. 	The path-length model chosen 

is second order on the relative effects of the He/H+He ratio of the 

interstellar gas. Examining the fractional changes in the quantity 

[L/M(He/H+He = 0.2) - L/M(0.0)]/[L/M(0.0)1, evaluated atx0.5 

g/cm2  and 5.0 g/cm2  of inter stellar gas traversed, we concluded 

that differences arising in all the calculated fractional changes in the 

quantities of Table V, between the slab and exponential path-length 

models, is <516. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The effect of the = 1016 He component in the interstellar gas 

does not have pronounced effects (<2%) on the cosmic ray L And M el-

emental abundances at 2 GeV/N. As a consequence of the nonconstant 

Z (LA), the P]  in general, have a greater effect on the elemental 

ratios than A. It is to be noted that at 230 MeV/N, 	M  (O, 7Be) is 

•. 3.2 ±0.8 owing to the lower value of o[ t60(p, x) 7Be} ( 5.9 ± 1.5 mb) at 

this energy. The 1016 He in the interstellar gas, at this energy, is 

responsible for = 2516 of the - 7Be production. As this energy is near 

the now uncertain peak in the L/M ratio of = 0.40 (200-700) MeV/N,34  

further investigation beckons. Additional data are needed for the a- 

• spallation- reactions in Fe, L, and M groups at E a > 50 MeV/N. - 

APPENDIX 

Dead Time There are two effective detector-system times: 

the Victoreen analyzer signal-analysis time (Tsat) during which no new 

signal is accepted, and the preamplifier deat time (Tadt)  The analyz-

er was operated in the live-time mode wherein the counting time is 

extended to compensate for counts lost during Tsat  For infinite half--

lives, the compensation was assumed to be exact, i. e., [number of 

counts] [source activity]. But with short half-lives (half-life 

counting time) and high count rates [(count rate)" < T 	 counts
sat 

are lost (the case with 
(50). To compensate, Tsat and a functional 

form for the counting-time extension (F)was found. Counting a hot 

source.for several half-lives, tabulating the laboratory counting 

time (LAB), the analyzer live time (LIV), and the count rate (n), for 

LIV 1-min intervals, and writing LAB = LIV. F (n, Tt),  one is led 

by Poisson statistics to setting F = exp(nTt). But a better fit was 

found for the first-order expansion F = 1+ nTsat which say-s that the 

fractional time extension is proportional to the count rate. Here, 

Tsat was determined by a least-squares fit of thie tabulated LAB, LIV, 

and n to be 19 sec. If the amount of material with mean life T at 

time t is 1(t) = I e 	then the count rate at time t is (I0/T)e_t'T, 

and the average count rate in the interval 0 ( t < is (10/T)(( - e _T 'T).  

Defining the fractional counts lost in time LAB as FCL [LAB, LIV 

(n,r)], then, to first-order, FCL 	((count rate in LIV) - (count 

rate in LAB ))/(count rate in LAB), 

-LIV/T 	I 	-LAB/i 
-e 	'LAB 	e 

LAB - 
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For T <<(LAB-LIV), the expression reduces to FCL = (LAB-LIV)/2T 

= (flTt LIV)/2r. For the case of 15  0 with T = 3 mm, n = 200X 

counts/mm, and LIV = I mm, the fractional counts lost 1.516. With 

N multicomponent decays, of mean life Ti,  the expression for the 

fractional counts lost is 

	

N 	I 	- LIV/T. 	I 	- LAB/T 

FCL 	
_(-LX—B)_e 	i) 

	

1=! 	LAB 

where LAB = LIV (1 + flT ). sat 

The second dead-time factor, the preamplifier dead time 

'adt' was determined by placing a hot C source on the Nal and 

comparing the high count rates to that expected by extrapolating the 

low count rates. The half-life of 11  C is sufficiently long to keep the 

signal- analysis -time correction negligible. The lost counts were 

least-squares fitted to an exponential enTadt,  where n is the count 

rate. The dead time so determined was 	or about the width of 

the double-delay line-shaped pulse. However, a best x 2 fit for the 

decay was found for Tadt = 4.5 isec. A compromise of 3.8 isec 

was used, which gives a I% correction at a count rate of 160X 

counts/mm. 

4 He Absorption in the Atmosphere Measurements of 4He ab-

sorption in the atmosphere are affected by the fragmentation of the 

4 	3 Z >.Z cosmic rays and by He -' •-He stripping reactions (assuming 

that the detectors are unable to separate 4He from 3He). We can es-

timate the effect of the 4He production from the Z >2 cosmic rays 

with the transport equation [Eq. (1)].  Neglecting ionization energy 

loss and reducing the incremental in x to a differential, we are left 

-20- 

with (for He development), 

N.(x) 
He(x) + ---He(.x) = 	 P. 	. 	 (20) 

X 	He 	. 	i 	'He 

	

i 	 . 

(Z>2) 

The equation for N.(x) is the same as the above for He, except for 

leaving off the source on the right-hand side (rhs). This introduces an 

error of significance only in the L group; N.(x) can then be written as 

N.(x) = A. 	where A i is the relative abundance to He at the top 

of the atmosphere. The rhs of Eq. (20) is 1516 of the second term on 

the lhs at x = 0, and diminishes as x increases (A i 	He 
< A ). The He 

functional form does not differ much from a simple exponential. Set-
-x/A 	 . 	 2 ting He(x) = e , and averaging the He flux over the first ,g/cm 

o.f the atmosphere [integrating Eq. (20) from x = 0 to x = J, we 

find 

AAH (I- e A)  = 	AiPiHe (I- eAi). 	(21) 
A. 	

(Z>2) 

Consistent with the approximation needs, we group the source ele-

n-ients into L, M, and H (Z > 10) groups. Using the fluxes of Von 

Rosenvinge et al. and Webber and Ormes, 15  the ionization-corrected 

15 . 	35 
atn 	 1 A 	of Webber and Ormes, the P. He in air of Friedlander et al., 

and AHe  from Table IV of 44 g/cm 2 , we minimize Eq. (21). for A, 

parameterized by ,, and find 	 . 

(g/cm2) 20 50 100 150 

	

/ 3 	50 49 	48 	48 A(gicrn ) 
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Table I. Decay features of radloisotopes produced (see Ref. 6). 

Isotope 
Tool. 71. Torg.ta, eap050ro too.,. and rattoo of cr0.. ,00tioo to .00rotorcro.er0ion. 

Targot 	Weight 	Leogth of 	 l7ouut rote Reaction Rotlo to Reoctito Itatio to Re.otion o.ti. to 

(- g) 	 eopo.ure (000to.o per 
___  

(ncooitor 	mooltor (0 raudom 
9.1 ______________ 

(mooitor 
re.rtiuot 

mooitor(Or.edooc 
error 9.t 

(momlor 
re.riioot 

o,00itor)Oraodoeo 
error 9.8 

Al 	 0.3968 120 	 1.19 	otOO 27At 	
t80 

0.252 

(12C 	 tIc) (1.6) 

Al 	 0.3455 60 	 1.37 0 10 27A1 - 18 F 0.258 

(lZc - 	C) (8.6 

Syat.motioerrorl to the oboce ratio. 0.0% 

B0 	 2.983 6 	 2.04 	
r10 t 60 - 850 0.957 460 	13 N 0.835 160 	 b c 0.383 

(12C- 	C) (23) ) 82 C- 	ttC) (6.4) ( 12 C 	 1 C) (2.2) 

BeO 	 2.897 4 	 0.860.006 16 	
_• '0 0.950 	 - 460_. 13N 0.141 

t67. 	
tt f7 0.377 

1 12 C 	ttC) (1.8) 02 C- ttC) (6.6) )12C- .HC) (3.1) 

0.00 	2.897 4 	 0.363010 6  160 0.600 86o 	 83N 0.429 
16, - "c 0.370 

) 12 C-° 44 c) (1.0) ( 12c- 	c) (5.8) ( 82c- (2.0) 

Sy.temotio erroro to the above rolioa 1 4.09. 1.0% 1.0% 

(cot) 	1.907 60 	 20.5 12c 	 7Be 0.397 12c - 7
8.. 4.58 

( 82 C- 	01 C) (6.3) )27A1 	180.) (6.3) 

(COt) 	 1.705 IN 	35.8 12 C - 0.403 12 C - 70r 8.54 

)lZç_ "C) (7.5) )12At- 18) (3.7) 

(COt) 	 1.843 600 	 197 12 C 	 7Be 0.413 t2 C 	 7 Be 1.59 
o 

) 12C° 14 C) (1.8) -)27A1- 	
18}.) 

(1.8) 

(Cit) ° 	 1.975 
o 

300 	 134 42C - . 	0.354 12 C - Rr 8.68 

) 12 C- 14 c) ( 27At- 	18F) 

(COt) 	 1.950 600 	 200 82c- o. 0.483 12 C -
7 B. 

8.62 

14C) (2.5) )27At-e t8
0) 

(2.5) . 
(cli) 	t.9t6 600 	 489 82 C - 7Be 0.416 12 C 1.57 

o (
12C 	 't C) (2.5) ("Al- 180) (2.5) 

Sy.tem,tir errore to the shore rsoia. 2.0% 2.0% 

0.0 	 2.998 600 	 245 S.0- 0.631 
Be, 

7Be 2.61 B.0 	Be 1.528 

( '2 C- 	' C) (2.4) (27A1 	48F) (2.5) )12C- 	
7ft) 

)3.1) 

BeO 	 10.82 820 	 181 000 	'Be 0.623 0e0 	
7, 

2.48 	 . 0e0 1.538 

't C) (7.3) )27Al-. 18 0) (3.2) ( 12 C- 7Be) (3.8) 

Sy.teootic error. to 600 abooe ratio, 2.4% 2.47, 8.0% 

Be 	 1.474 600 	 133 B. -e 7 Br 0.263 9Be 
- 

1.016 Be - Be 0.628 

)12C- tic) (2.4) -  )27A1- 48 )1.4( ) t2 C- Be (3.0) 

Be 	 1.474 600 	 444 .'Re 6.264 
9ft4 

0.992 9B. _7 0.628 

- ) 12C ° 41 c) (3.2) )27A1 	880) (3.2). ) 12 c- 	Be) (3.3) 

Sy.tenoattceeeor. to the shore ratio. 2.2% 2.2% 0.0% 

°Couot rate above b,olcgroond. at cad of .apo.ore. of i.otopea I. the adjaoaot columa. 

b000 dtecorded b.oau.t of Large -deno.otoo. 
0f4 	

dl.c.rded b.ouo.r of large n 	to the fit. 

C000t rat. ahoor re.idusl r000t rate from previous eopo.urr. 

	

18F 	O 	13 N 

	

Half-life (mm) 109.7 	2.05 	9.96 

	

+ 	+ 
Decay 	 . 

Branching ratio 0.97 1.00 	1.00 

' I C 

20.35 

0.998 

taken as 

1.00 

7 
Be 

77 180 

(53.6 days) 

478-keV ' 

.53 

I 



Table III. 	a-Particle and p cross seetions,a and Za  at E= E 	(230 Melt/N) and 

at E= E(920 MeV). aT  p  

Reaction A u 	(mb) c (mb) Ma 
a 	(mb) 

920 Melt 230 MeV EE 
a 920 Melt E = E p p 	aT 

9 Ee - 	7Be 2 12.7 	*0.6 11.4*0.5 1.11±0.1 13.8*5 0.92±0.1 

C - C 1 49.4 	± 1.8 38*2 1.30 *0.08 28*1.4 1.76±0.11 

- 	7Be 5 20.2 	* 1.1 9.9*1 2.04*0.24 50.0 ± 1 2.02 *0.24 

160 -'0 a 47.1 	±2.3 34±4 .1.39*0.17 29*3 5.62*0.58 

160 -' 13 N 3 . 	6.82*0.5 5.0*1.5 5.36±0.42 5.0*2 1.36*0.54 

60 5 18.7 	±0.9 10*2 5.87*0.4 10*1.5 1.87*0.30 

160 - 	7 Be 9 18.7 	± 1.4 5.9* 1.5 3.2 	*0.8 { 

27A1 - 18F 9 12.6 	*0.5 6.0*0.4 2.08*0.15 8.05*0.5 1.57±0.13 

a 	 12 The a-Particle cross sections are from this work except for o( 	11 	 16 C (a, x) C] from Ref. 3. The 0 +p 

cross sections are from Refs., 2 and 13. The 12 
 C + p.and 

27
Al + p cross sections are from Ref. 12. 

bAt2Ge V . 	 . 	 . 	. 
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Table IV. 	Intercomparison of different models for interaction mean free paths 
in emulsion and air. 

Adopted 	Independent-particle Three overlap models 
experimental 	optical potentiala 	. value a. 	= 1r(r 	A 	

1/3 + 
i,re 	o 	a 

r 	A. 11"3 _A r ) 2  
0 	1 

r(F) 1.45
b  

r 1.70
b 	0 0c 0 50d 

A 
emul 

 (g/cm2 	
77 	

75 6±0 3g 77.6 	69.9 77.9 

A(g/crn2 ) 	 42.5 47.0 	36.2 42.9 

a160 	re(m 	 60010h 
569 	725 616 

. a With a free nucleon-nucleon cross section of 40 mb. See Ref. 	18. 
bSee Ref. 	19. 

CSee Ref. 20. 

Ref. 	21. 	 - . 	. 	.. 

eW.th a = 1.25mb. 	See Ref. 26. . . 	.. 	. 	. 
a 	re 	. 	 . . 	. 	. 	. , 

 See text. 

gValue read from a graphand adjusted with e R r, 	= 1.25mb. . 

Value read from a graph. 	 . . . 	. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Table V. 	Quantity of intersteUar gas traversed and elemental ratios to carbon, parameterized 
by the He/H +He ratio of the interstellar gas, at L/M = 0.25. 

Value of He/Hf-He used for Amount of gas traversed Elemental ratios to 

A 	Pi 	dE/dx g/cm2 %5 	!233L 	%a Li Be B N 0 

experimental observa- 0.15*0.01 	0.42±0.02 0.27±0.02 0.26*0.12 0.89±0.02 
tionsc 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 4.61 --- 	4.61 	--- 0.15 0.083 0.29 0.26 0.83 

50 	0.1 	.1.1 5.49 +19.2 	423 	-8.16 +4.47 +1.00 -0.62 -0.53 +0.77 

-02 	0.2 	0.2 6.24 +36.5 	3.91 	-45.0 +2.81 +1.85 -1.14 -0.90 +1.43 

0.2 	0.0 	0.0 5.67 +23.0. +0.40 #0.65 +4.31 +027 +2.30 

0.0 	0.2 	0.0 5.04 + 9.49 	 - +2.20 +0.76 -2.90 -lOt -1.50 

0.0 	0.0 	0.2 4.62 + 0.33 +0.13 - +0.27 +0.17 +0.42 +0.35 

Sum of the partial -He/H +He = 0.2 +32.8 	- +2.74 +1.68 -1.42 -1.32 +4.15 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 5.18 +12.4 40.22 #0.35 +0.71 40.45 +1.24 

0.0 	0.1 	0.0 4.54 + 5.03 +1.20 -4-0.44 -4.57 -1.09 -0.81 

0.0 	0.0 	0.4 4.62 + 0.19 40.07 -+0.05 40.09 +0.23 	- +0.09 

Sum of the partial He/H +Ne = 0.1 +17.7 +1.49 +0.94 -0.77 -0.71 +0.62 

Uncertainties on the signed (+ or -) fractional-elemental ratio changes are ± 5%. 

apercrnt difference from the case of interstellar gas consisting of 000% hydrogen (row 2). 

bExcept for rows 4 and 2, the same as in fostnote a. 

cSee Bets. 5. 27, 28, 46.  

Fig. 1. Target arrangements. cr-Particle beam incident from the 

left. Target subsets (1, 2, and 3) consist of 2 guard foils and a cen-

tral, counted disk (see text). Set a: for 27A1 - 48F and for 12 C -+ 

7 Be; 1, Al; 2, (CH). For 160 (150, 13 N, 11C); 1, (CH); 2, 

BeO. Set b: f,-(CH); 2, Al; for 12 C - 7 Be and BeO.- 7 Be; 3, BeO; 

12 	7. 	- - 9 	.7 	 - 	. 	. 	. for C-' Be and Be -° Be; 3, Be. 

Fig. 2. 9 at E= E T920 MeV). 0, 27A1 target; 0, O target; 

x' C target; V 5  Be target. Curves (a) and (b) are the linear fits 

of Z (A) to the 2 C and 160 target cross sections, with the values 

for o[16O(p,x) 7Be] at 2 GeV (a) or at 920 MeV (b). 

Fig. 3. 7 Be excitation functions for p  + 9Be and p + 160 (see text). 

16 
The error bar on the 0 curve is constant for the length of the curve. 

Fig. 4. Percent change in elemental abundance ratios (to carbon) for 

He/H +He 0.1 relative to He/H +He = 0.0, at L/M = 0.25. Column 

(parameterof interaction for which He/H +He = '0.1): 1 (A); 2 (P..); 

3 (dE/dx 4 	is the sum of columns 1-3, 	is He/H+He - 

= 0.1). Uncertainties are 	516. 	 . 	 = 

Fig. 5. The quantity [(% change in elemental abundance) - ( % change 

in elemental abundance in L or M group)] for He/H +He = 0.1 rel-

ative to He/H +He = 0.0, at L/M = 0.25. Column (parameter of inter-

action for which He/H +He = 0.1): 1 (A); 2 (P..); 3 (dE/dx); 4  

is the sum of columns 1-3, \\\\\ is  He/H+ He = 0.1). Unc e rtaintie s 

are less than or equal to the uncertainty shown. 
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Fig. 6. Fractional change in the mass [x(g/cm 2 )} of interstellar 

space traversed to produce L/M = 0.25, as a function of 

R He/H +He relative to He/H+He = 0.0. The curve is the fit to 

1.94 R exp (-0.56 R) which differs from the calculated fractional 

change by <3% for all R. 
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